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ABSTRACT

Brookhaven National Laboratory (BNL) has recently decided to
construct a new neutrino production target station at the Alternating Gradient
Synchrotron (AGS). To deteraine the environmental impact of this addition, a
study is being conducted in the vicinity of the old target area to determine
the radiological consequences of operating this experimental facility*
Typical BNL soil sanples were placed at two locations near an operating
target: at right angles to the target and behind thick shielding close to the
direction of the Incident beam. These sanples were used to determine
radlonucllda production and leashing information. A core was taken from
beneath the concrete floor of the old target area and a monitoring well was
Installed down-gradient of the facility* Preliminary results from all araas
of the study are presented along with estimates of the potential environmental
impact of the old and new facilities.

I. INTRODUCTION

The "product" of a high energy particle accelerator is usually a well-
defined beam of high energy protons or electrons. At accelerators such as the
30 GeV AGS proton accelerator at BNL, this product is immediately destroyed by
directing it into a stationary target. The result is an enormous amount of
nuclear "debris" or secondary particles flying off in all directions. A small
fraction of these secondary particles is selected for further study using very
sophisticated assemblies of magnets and various types of particle detectors.
This is the raison d'etre of the whole accelerator complex. The remainder of
the particles produced in the target constitute a radiation hazard and a
source of background to the experiments and must be shielded against.

This shielding can only be accomplished with large amounts (several
meters) of bulk absorber, such as earth, concrete, or steel. This shielding
material is made radioactive by the same interactions which absorb these
secondary particles; these interactions create even more particles of lower

*This investigation was supported by the U.S. Department of Energy Contract
DE-ACO2-76CH0016 to the Safety and Environmental Protection Division,
Brookhaven National Laboratory.



energies in the process. Enough shielding must be placed around the target to
contain the vast majority of secondary and later generation particles.
Because of the large size of the required shielding, the cost of the shielding
material becomes a significant factor in the design of a new facility.

Soil or sand, such as we have on Long Island, is almost free. It is,
therefore, a very attractive material to use when architectural or other
considerations do not rule it out. One of the problems with sand as a bulk
shield is that it is porous. Water, whether from rain or subsurface flow, can
pass through the sand, leach out some of the radionuclides induced in it by
the high energy particles, and carry away these radionuclides in an unknown
and/or uncontrolled fashion.

This paper reports on our attempts so far at understanding the
production, leaching, and transport of radioactivity in soil at an existing
BNL accelerator target, and describes the measures taken to control and
predict the same quantities at a new target station being built nearby. The
studies and results reported here are only preliminary; a full report will be
prepared when our studies are completed.

II. TARGET STATION GEOMETRY AMD MODELIWG

A simplified diagram of the target station used until now to produce
neutrinos for physics experiments is shown in Figure 1. The incoming 28 GeV
proton beam from the AGS strikes a target. Secondary particles produced are
selected by the arrangement o~ two magnetic "horns" and collimators
immediately following the target. Particles with the desired combinations of
electric charge and momenta are focused into a parallel beam by the intense
magnetic fields produced in the horns* other particles strike the absorber or
collimators, or are defocussed and enter the surrounding shielding. The
entire assembly is in a ground-level tunnel covered with an earthen berm.
Additional shielding is shown stacked around the horns inside the tunnel.

The new, but conceptually similar target station (Figure 2) it being
built slightly upstream of the old one. It is intended to eventually accept a
proton beam ten times more intense. The principal difference in the shielding
is that the new target station uses stacked concrete and steel shielding above
the target area, and has a thicker steel and concrete floor underneath. The
surrounding soil in the new target station is not M.» well protected by close-
in steel and concrete shielding as is the old target station in the area
downstream of the second horn. This area will be seen to dominate the soil
activation problem.

Particle production in the simplified target and collimator geometry {for
both old and new configurations) was modeled using the Monte Carlo hadron
cascade program CASIM (Van Ginneken 1975; Van Ginneken et al. 1975). This
program simulates the production and interaction of many generations of
particles in any geometry chosen by the user. The magnetic field WAS
ignored. Calculations using CASIM compare well with measurements in the
instances when it has been possible to oake such measurements (Avschaloo 1976,
Gollon 1981, Coasairt et al. 1982). CASIM has also been extensively employed
at Fermilab for various shielding calculations, including soil activation
calculations similar to that reported here (Borak 1972).
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Fig. 1. (a) Plan view of the neutrino target station used from 1974 to 1983 at BNL. A proton bean enters from
the left, striking the target and producing secondary particles. The magnetic horns and steel
cnlllmators select particles of the desired charge and momenta; some of these decay to produce
neutrinos, (b) Vertical cross section at the location of the soil coring.
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Fig. 2. Elevations (a) parallel and (b) perpetidieulaf to the beam direction showing the new target area. A
tunnel with wall and roof made of corrogated metal extends downstream of the stacked steel and concrete
"blockhouse" shown here.



CASXM was used to calculate the number of nuclear interactions {"stars")
io sand produced by particles of momenta greater than 300 MeV/c. (For
neutron* this corresponds to an energy of about 49 MeV). For the old
geometry, we calculated that each incident proton produced a total of 4 stars
in sand surrounding the target station.

For the new geometry, we calculate that, for each incident proton, 2
sears will b« created in the sand belew the blockhouse, and B in the sand
around the downstream tunnel, for a total of about 10 stars per incident
proton. There is a statistical uncertainty cf about 2SX associated with these
numbers. Additional uncertainties result from the physics models incorporated
into CASXM (±3OX) and the geometric simplifications and neglect of the
magnetic fields (up to a factor of two).

III. RAPIONUCLIDE PROPPCTIOH AND LEACHING IN SOIL

We are, of courser interested not in stars per se, which is the best that
the program can conveniently calculate, but in nuclear interactions leading to
certain species of radionuclides. The yield of each radionuclide per star in
sand depends in principle on both the elemental composition of the sand and
the energy spectrum of secondary particles (chiefly neutrons) at that
location. It turns out that only a very few radionuclides are of practical
concern: the very short-lived ones decay before they can travel any distance.,
and the very long-lived ones are not produced in any abundance from soil
(Borak et tl. 1972). The radionculides of primary concern are ^:ti/2 m

12.3y) and Na, (tj/2 " 2.6y) both produced via spallation of heavier nuclei.

We measured the conversion factor between high enery particle flux
(itself proportional to the CASIM star density) and the macroscopic H and
Na production cross section in BNL sand. Sealed cans of moist sand O5£

water content) taken from different locations on site were placed in each of
two locations near an operating high energy target, as shown in Figure 3. The
locations were chosen to represent the range of neutron spectra that one might
find in the sand shielding around a targets a "soft" spectrum at large angles
to the incident beam direction (location "S"), and at a smaller angle a
"harder" spectrum ("F") with a cascade more fully developed in the shielding
blocks. Aluminum and copper discs were placed on each can to monitor the flux
during the month-long irradiation. We report results based on one sample from
each location.

After the short-lived activity had decayed away, the monitor foils and
soil samples were counted for 22Na gamma rays using a Ge(Li) system. The
reaction z Al(h,jc)-2Na, in the aluminum foils, with an effective threshold of
34 MeV, was used as a flux monitor. (Here h represents any hadron, such as n,
p, n ; thresholds and cross sections used were those measured with incident
protons.) The copper foils were also counted for 5*Mn> the * Cu(h,3t)^*Mn
reaction* having an effective threshold of 80 MeV, Results are shown in Table
1.



FIR. 3. Location* of sealed soil samples placed near an ACS target to be
activated by secondary particles produced in the target^
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Fig. 4. Cumulative extraction of {a) 22Na and (b) 3tl as a function of the
number of batch leaches performed. The numbers on each curve refer
to the coring subsample.



Finally, 500 grams of each of two soil samples were packed In a column
for leaching aeaaurements. Aproximately 3ti0 ml of distilled water were passed
through each column once a day. The water was brought to a pH of 4 using
•ulfuric acid to reproduce the pH of local rainwater (Haidu 1978). Each leach
took approximately six hours. The specific activity of leachable tritiua and
Ha are alio shown in Table 1.

IV. SOIL SAMPLING UNDER OLD NEUTRINO HORN

To measure the activation of the soil around the original neutrino
target, wa made a coring through the tunnel floor into the soil below. The
location, shown in Figure I, was chosen to be in an area of low enough
residual radiation levels to permit the slow coring process. The 100 cm long
sample so obtained was split into 15 cm long subsamples, which were
independently counted using a Ce(Li) detector.

We attempted a column leaching measurement on these samples, but water
did aot flow uniformly through the samples, because of the clay content of the
soil. Consequently, wa had to resort to repeated batch leachings in a
tumbling apparatus. The extraction of both Ka and H waa slower in these
measurements than in the column method. Figure 4 shows the cumulative
extraction of Na and H from several subsamples* Note that nearly all the
soluble activity appears to have been removed after four leaches. Although
this method is not as reproducible as column leaching, we believe that both
methods give comparable results here.

Table 2 and Figure 5 show the concentration of 2 % a and of leachable 2 % a
and H as a function of depth below the concrete tunnel floor. Because of
geometric considerations the variation in radial distance of each sample from
the beam line is only about 70 cm, rather than the 100 cm coring length, as
can be seen in Figure lb. Further, the deeper samples are not shielded from
the beam line by as much steel as the shallower ones, so the expected
variation in specific activity from top to bottom is only a factor of two,
rather cloae to what is observed.

The fact that the fraction of Na which is measured to be leachable is
close to that obtained for sealed samples (Section III above) suggests that
most of the leachable Na produced here was in fact not leached away. The
CASIM calculation predicted a star density in the region of 2 x 10"^ stars per
gm per incident proton. Using the conversion factors of Section III from
stars to H and Na, and the recorded proton beam delivered to the target
since 1974, we obtain an anticipated radionuclide concentration at this site
of 0,35 nCi/gm of total Z2Na, and 1.3 nCi/gm of leachable %. These are to be
compared with measured values of approximately 0.21 and 0.04 aCi/gm,
respectively. The same model predicts a present total inventory 59 mCi of
leachable zzNa and 4.8 Ci of leachable H in all the soil around the target
area, allowing for radioactive decay, and ignoring migration.

The agreement between the measured and calculated 2ZNa specific
activities is extraordinary, considering the crudeness of the analysis. The
tritium results show a large discrepancy, however. In the sealed sample
Irradiations, leachable tritium was produced at about twice the total specific



TABLE 1

Results of Soil Activation Experiment at ACS

22Na Specific Activity, nCi/gm

22Na Leachable, nCl/gm

22Na Leached, 2

H Leachablei nCl/gm

22Na In Al Foil, nCi/gtn

5AMn in Cu Foil, nCi/gtn

Flux*, hadroas/ctn2

Total 22Na/101A Flux, nCl/gm

Leachable 3H/i014 Flux, nCi/gm

Soil Sample Location

Front

m 1.0

0.077

7.7

1.6

1.5

1.5

1.8 x 1013

5.7

n 9.0

Side

0.075

0.9049

6.8

0.13

0.19

0,25

2.1 x 1012

3.6

6,3

*Hadron flux above 30 MeV,, measured via the 27AI(1h,x)22Na reaction using

a conversion facto- of 1.14 x lO1^ hadrons cnT2/oCl gin"1.



TABLE 2

Resu l t ! o f Analysi* of S o i l Coring taken Under Old Neutrino

Target area, and Companion With Calculated Spe c i f i c

A c t i v i t i e s for the Same Location. The Calculated Values

a n Averaged Over a Region Which Include* Segments 5 And 6 .

CORING SEGMENT

1 3 5 6 7

DEPTH OTDER FLOOR 0-10 25-̂ 40 55-70 70-85 85-100 cm

22Na

Total Specific Activity 0.28 0.25 0.24 0.18 0.13 nCi/gm

Laachable Specific Activity 0.016 0.016 0.012 0.006 - nCi/gm

Percent Leachable 5.8 6.2 5.2 3.2 - I

3H Leachable Specific Activity 0.14 0.12 0.052 - - aCi/gn

Calculated Specific Activity

22Ha, Total 0.35

3H, Leachable 1.3 nCi/go



activity of the 22j,ja# During the 10 year operating history of this target
station, the faster decay of Na would be expected to double this ratio. Yet
we find only 4Z of the tritium expected on the basis of the observed Zt Na.
Either moat of the tritium produced has migrated away, or it was lost between
taking the sample and analyzing it. The former appears less likely because
the fraction of leachable Z 2Na remaining Is close to that found Jr. the batch
samples, and because fully a third of the expected tritium should have been
produced during the last run of the old system less than 10 months before the
coring* Thus the tritium migration would have to be awfully fast, while the
Z2Na remained lnmvblllzed. Loss of tritium, probably through evaporation, has
also been observed In handling other samples. In any case., we hope to make
another coring closer to the old target location when ambient radiation levels
allow.

V. HYDROLOGICAL TRANSPORT

Radionuclides created la the soil and which remain fixed there present no
environmental problem beyond the Immediate location of £He accelerator* Only
those radionuclides which are leachable, and in fact are leached and
transported away to sources of drinking water or other pathways, can present
an environmental problem. Decay and dispersion during this transport will
reduce the degree of associated hazard.

It is very difficult to deduce from first principles the amount of
leaching taking place in our complicated geometry* For the part of the old
neutrino target station the tunnel floor—the area of greatest specific
activlty~»clearly less than 100%, and probably not more than 25:2 of tine
leachable zzNa is in fact being leached. The 3H probably behaves In the same
fashion. The vertical transport down to the aquifer depends on unknown
quantities such as rainfall penetration into the shielding berm, and the
degree of saturation of the soil directly under the tunnel floor.

We therefore attempted to directly measure the concentration of
radionuclides in the ground water at a location close to the target area. A
statistical/modeling approach, described in detail in another paper at this
conference (Hauptmann 1984) and elsewhere (Prickett et al. 1981; Oden 1984),
was used to predict the direction of underground water flow. The input data
consisted of the synoptic water levels in a number of wells on site (Figure 6)
and a quantitative description of the characteristics of local soils and the
topmost aquifer. These water levels indicated the top of the saturated
portion of the aquifler at a number of points, and a surface was fit to these
data points. Figure 7 sh ws the calculated height of the water table on
site. The model uses the gradients of the water table and the soil properties
to determine water flow rates and directions. Horizontal transport is
included, but vertical transport is not. Thus, the model is really two
dimensional* Radioactive decay during transport is properly handled.

Figure 8 shows the calculated contours for H distribution in water aiter
36 years of an assumed steady state input at the location of the neutrino
target area. Obvious are the flow direction—to the southeast, and the flow
rate 0.5 to 1.5 feet per day. The tritium is assumed to move with the same
velocity as the water. Based on this predicted flow, a well was located as
close as possible to the anticipated leachate plume, as shown in Figure 9,
Pumping of this well produced a sample which we counted for H and "Na, none
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Fig. 6. Location of AGS and ground water surveillance wells at BNL. The
ground water flow was modelled within the area of the rectangle.
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Fig. 7. The calculated height of the water table surface within the rectangle
of Figure 6. The general slope was determined by the general trend
of measurements in wells on site; the structure results from forcing
the surface to match these aeasureaents in the areas where they
exist.

Fig. 8. Calculated contours for H distribution in ground water after
36 years of steady state 3H input at the location of the neutrino
target area. The coordinates are in latitude and longitude.
The rectangular boundaries are those shown in Figures 6 and 7,
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Fig. 9. Location of monitoring well In relation to the neutrino target areas.
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was detected above our detection limits of 2.0 x 10"' uCi/ol and 1.5 x 10
PCi/ml. A careful comparison of the well location drawing and the anticipated
plume direction shows that the well may be too far to the east to be directly
in the plume. If this is the case, and if temporary heavy pumping does not
shift the plume enough to produce a sample wth detectable activity, we will
see if it is possible to drill a better positioned well.

During the 36 years covered by this calculation the tritura being
transported at the leading edge of the plume decayed by a factor of eight*
Because of the low water velocity, the plume had not yet reached the site
boundary. We are working to see if this type of model can be used for a semi-
quantitative estimate of specific activity in the ground water at long
distances from the source.

The problem presented by the Na is relatively trivial tbecuase of its
much shorter half-life. If the Ha were transported at "the same velocity as
the ground water, it would decay by a factor of 15,000 bexore leaving our
site. In ?*££) this is a gross overestimate of the transport rate and
quantity of Na which would leave the site. According to data from the USGS,
the sodium ion velocity in BNL soil is expected to be onlv 1/20 the water
velocity. If this is in fact the case, then looking for Na In water far
from its production source would be pointless.

VI. SUMMARY AND FUTURE PLANS

As stated above, we calculated that with this target configuration about
ten stars are created in aand for each incident proton, with the thinly
shielded decay tunnel clearly dominating the situation. (It may be possible
to reduce this by perhaps a factor of two by adding steel oollimation
shielding in the tunnel downstream of the second horn.) This is comparable to
the soil activation in the old target area. Hence we believe that the design
of this area also poses no new problems with radioactive contamination of the
drinking water drawn from the shallow aquifer. We will, of course, continue
to monitor this area to confirm this prediction.

Plans are being made to eventually increase the AGS intensity by .a factor
of ten {Smith 1984)? the new neutrino target system was designed with this
increase in mind. With an incident beam of 2 x 10 protons per wear, the
resulting 2 x 1021 stars per year correspond to the production of" 18 Ci/y of
leachable H, according to the present model. Before such operation could
occur, we would have to refine our calculational and transport models to
better understand what its consequences would be.
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